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link the individual and household data from the survey to .n One
of the first questions the planning team must address. n an
auxiliary tool for working with public mailboxes and .n files. At
the end of 2010, the leading domain registrar had 87.75% of
.org and 99.85% of .edu domain names (data from the "Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers"). Comparing
the results of the 2009 National Poll for Best Service for Internet
Telephony Applications, .com was the most popular wireless
broadband and .net domainâ€”providing an alternative home
and office telephone network for their users. The .ca and .de
domains were inferior to them in terms of popularity. In the early
2010s, there was a trend towards a sharp increase in
competition between the leading domain registrars and the
general process of absorption of smaller registrars by large
ones. This can also be attributed to the reg.ru company, which
became indifferent to the .su domain name market (it moved to
Arenda.ru in 2010). At the beginning of 2010, the service for
registration and sale of domains for $70 per year will be
acquired by Communications Corporation (subsidiary of OJSC
Vimpelcom). The hosting provider company Vino.ru purchased
a domain in the.ru zone for $80. In June 2010, the largest
intermediary domain LimitedX.com (formerly Vino) put up for
sale 10% of its .ru assets. Another large company, RUCENTER, bought the RU.COM domain in August 2010 for
$300,000. With new registrars entering the market and the
removal of long-established domain zones (such as .com) from
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the market, the popularity of the .org top-level domain has fallen
or continues to fall in some segments of the Internet. Domain
registration service in the .org.com zone (since 2014) was
acquired by the REG.RU Group registrar. In February 2012, a
registrar rating system was introduced in the top-level domain,
and a special council was responsible for the distribution of the
rating. In April 2013, a decision was made to change the .org
domain registrar. In May 2013, a new version of the registrar
was launched, which allows you to assign domains in the ".org"
zone. Also, in November 2011, the Internet Corporation N
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